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strings. Section 5 presents the conclusions and discusses
possible extensions.

Abstract
This paper presents two proactive algorithms that act as
meta-metaheuristic
agents:
they
decide
which
metaheuristic will be used to solve a new problem. These
meta-metaheuristic agents operate in the environment of
iterative work on optimizing problems, with the goal of
selecting good metaheuristics to solve new problems. The
information about previous results is converted into explicit knowledge that is used by the meta-metaheuristic
agents to decide the most adequate metaheuristics. This
proactive decision is based on a fuzzy vector that describes each problem. The proposal has been validated
through experimentation with 28 functions on binary
strings.

2. Metaheuristics and Agents
2.1. Metaheuristics and measures
In recent years, the application of metaheuristics to solve
complex optimization problems has become a very active
research and development area. Talbi [1] defines two
broad classes of metaheuristics: S-Metaheuristics and PMetaheuristics. S-Metaheuristics are single-solution based
metaheuristics, which use the current (single) solution as
a reference, in order to generate new solutions by consecutive applications of the operators.
Local Search (LS) is the base of the genealogy of SMetaheuristics. It generates new solutions by applying
modifications to the best previous solutions. A new solution is only accepted as reference to generate new ones if
it is better than the previous solution. This acceptance criterion may lead to converge to local (not global) optima,
where the optimization is stagnated.
Many S-Metaheuristics have been designed to overcome this issue by relaxing the acceptance criterion and
by considering some worse solutions as new references.
For example, other S-Metaheuristics, such as Threshold
Accepting (TA), Record-to-Record Travel RRT (RRT),
and Great Deluge Algorithms (GDA) use a moderate acceptance criterion [1]. They accept some worse solutions
by taking into account the quality of the new solution, and
some other aspects and parameters.
Threshold Accepting (TA) accepts worse solutions that
are not worse than the current solution by more than a
given parameter called Threshold. Other two SMetaheuristics take into account other aspects, instead of
the current solution, e.g. Record-to-Record Travel (RRT)
and Great Deluge Algorithm (GDA). RRT accepts worse
solutions which are not worse than the best solution by
more than a given parameter called Deviation. GDA accepts solutions which are better than a given parameter
called Water Level, which is iteratively updated by adding a value given by other parameter called Rain.
On the other hand, P-Metaheuristics have a population
of solutions that are used to generate new solutions. The
best solutions of the population are selected to be transformed by operators (e.g. crossover, mutation, etc.) in or-
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1. Introduction
Metaheuristics are popular optimization methods due to
their ability to find good solutions (not necessarily optimal) to complex optimization problems in different domains [1].
Many metaheuristics have been proposed, e.g. Local
Search, Great Deluge Algorithm, Genetic Algorithm, etc.
According to the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem, it is impossible to demonstrate that one metaheuristic outperforms all the others in all possible problems [2].
Several measures of problem difficulty (e.g. FDC [3])
have been proposed to learn which characteristics of a
problem make it difficult for a given metaheuristic. These
measures can also be used to characterize each problem
and to select the best metaheuristic to solve it.
This paper is focused on developing metametaheuristic agents that behaves proactively, by choosing the metaheuristics that are supposed to be the best in
new problems.
This proactive behavior is focused on the goal of the
optimizer (the person who wants to optimize a new problem).
Section 2 explains the main concepts of agents and
metaheuristics that are relevant to this paper. Section 3
presents the main components of the proposed metametaheuristic agents. Section 4 presents an experimental
validation of the proposal in 28 functions on 100-bits
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reasonably understood heuristics to transform the state of
a problem”.
It is worth noting that many basic heuristic principles
may be available to solve a problem and the idea is to use
all of them in an intelligent way to produce a complex
improved performance. The idea is to establish a high
level of decision about the way of choosing and combining heuristics.
The same idea may be used to combine metaheuristics,
which coincide with the interpretation of Talbi [1] who
said that hyper-heuristics are related to “define adaptive
cooperation mechanisms that allow to select dynamically
the optimization methods according to convergence or
other criteria such as diversity”.
By the other hand, portfolio algorithms consist of a collection of algorithms that can be used in combination and
collaboration in order to improve the final performance
[11].
As in hyper-heuristics, the idea is to establish a high
level of decision. In these cases, the objective is the adaptive change of the decision of the algorithm that will be
used in each stage of the algorithm. This decision is based
on the online performance during the optimization process.
Despite NFL state that it is not possible to get a
metaheuristics with the best performance in all problems,
this does not imply that it is impossible to identify the
characteristics of a problem that are related to the performance of the metaheuristics. We can observe the repeated
process of function optimization that an optimizer performs. That is, during the life of an optimizer many problems have been faced using different metaheuristics.
When a new problem is to be faced, a pessimistic approach is that no previous knowledge is useful, and that
all available metaheuristic need to be executed in order to
know which is the best. An optimistic approach is that if
we characterize each problem in terms of some measures
then we may use this knowledge of the previous problems
to face new problems.
This knowledge may be used in an implicit way, as
general principles or experiences in the head of the optimizer. Besides, it is possible to establish a framework
where an agent acts in the place of the optimizer using the
previous information to decide which metaheuristic must
be used in the new problem.
The suffix meta means an upper level methodology,
e.g. Glover introduced the term metaheuristic [12] as upper level general methodologies (templates) that can be
used as guiding strategies in designing underlying heuristics to solve specific optimization problems.
Similarly, if we develop an upper level methodology
that can be used as guiding strategies to use
metaheuristics for solving specific optimization problems
it may be called meta-metaheuristics.
A comprehensive review of many of the measures that
can be used to characterize different optimization problem
may be found in [5, 8].

der to produce new (possibly best) solutions. Some remarkable examples of P-Metaheuristics are Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Evolution Strategies [1].
According to the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem, it is
impossible to demonstrate that one metaheuristic outperforms all the others in all possible problems [2].
In spite of some general guidelines to adjust the parameters of each metaheuristics [1, 4], the best values depend
on the problems, the operators, etc. This is also emphasized by the NFL theorem [2].
Many predictive measures have been proposed to understand and to predict the performance of metaheuristics,
e.g. Fitness Distance Correlation (FDC) [3]. FDC computes the correlation between the fitness (evaluations of
the solution using the objective function), and the distances (in terms of operators) between each solution and the
global optimum. If FDC is near to -1, both characteristics
vary in opposite directions, i.e., solutions near to the
global optimum (small distance) are good too (high fitness). If FDC= -1 the problem may be easy, but if FDC=
1 it may be hard. As FDC needs the fitness values of all
the solutions, it has been normally used to do postmortem study of the performance of metaheuristics in certain controlled type of problems. Other measures of problem difficulty can be found in [3, 5-8].
In the case of continuous optimization some recent efforts have been developed to link landscape analysis
measures and algorithm parameters to the performance of
the algorithms using machine learning [9]. This model
can be used to predict the algorithm performance when a
new optimization problem is presented. The characterization of the problems is done in terms of some mathematical analysis of the functions on the continuous spaces,
such as modality, smoothness and variable separability.
The continuous space allows mathematical characterizations that are not available for discrete space. In [9] the
information about the performance of the algorithm is not
structured as knowledge to decide which metaheuristic is
best for new problems.
This problem is very similar to the algorithm selection
problem which has been extensively studied after its definition by Rice [8]. In the practice, an important aspect is
to view this problem as “a form of time-saving to avoid
future trial and error approaches to finding the best algorithm for a given instance” and it is a very important
problem according to the discussion presented in [8].
2.2. Hyper-Metaheuristics and Portfolio Algorithm
In this section we briefly establish the relation between
our proposal and some important concepts in modern optimization: hyper-heuristics and portfolio algorithms.
According to Burke [10], the term hyper-heuristic “has
been defined to broadly describe the process of using
(meta-) heuristics to choose (meta-) heuristics to solve the
problem in hand”. This author says “the key idea in hyper-heuristics is to use members of a set of known and
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It is worth noting that the name meta-metaheuristic was
not previously used. More importantly, this kind of metametaheuristic algorithm (that try to characterize the problems in order to proactively decide which metaheuristics
should be used) is a very important problem as it can be
concluded from [8].

problem. That implies that the measures that need to perform some evaluations of the new function will be avoided, i.e. the general problem-independent measures presented in [8] (such as FDC) will not be used.

2.3. Agents and metaheuristics

Each meta-metaheuristic agent (MM) is a way of structuring the use of a collection of available metaheuristic. That
is, each meta-metaheuristic agent selects the best
metaheuristic for a new problem according to its performance in similar problems.
For several previous problems we have a collection of
the metaheuristic with the best performance on each. That
is, based on the previous history each MM has a set of
pairs (Di,Bi). Each pair (Di, Bi) represents a previous
problem. Di is a vector that describes the i-th problem in
terms of some measures. Bi is the set of identifiers of the
best metaheuristics on the i-th problem.
Each MM agent uses this knowledge in the following
way. When a new problem needs to be solved, the MM
agent selects the old problem with the closest description
to the new one. Then, one of the best performing
metaheuristic in the old problem is selected to be used in
the new one. Consequently, each MM agent has a portfolio of metaheuristics and it selects one of them to solve a
new problem.

3.1. Structure

The agent paradigm is a modern metaphor in software development. Two relevant characteristics of agents are autonomy and proactivity. Agents are able to act without
direct intervention of humans, and are driven by goals
[13]. This means that agents may be proactive, in the
sense that they will take the initiative, i.e., decide by
themselves what actions to perform in order to satisfy
their goals.
This conducts to software requirements, not only in
terms of what a system must do (late requirements) but
also in terms of why it must be done (early requirements)
[14]. This approach allows us to detect which goals of the
users can be delegated to software, and which resources
and capacities are necessary to this end.
Some agent based models of metaheuristics have been
developed (e.g. [15-17]). Most of them rely on the social
behavior characteristic of the agent paradigm, by defining
agents that exchange messages to guide the search towards the most promising regions.
However, no proactive strategy to decide which
metaheuristic should be used in a problem has been proposed.
This is a consequence of the absence of the explicit
modeling of the goals around the use of metaheuristics.
Indeed, the history of the experiences of an optimizer
have not been regarded as an environment to be observed
and over which an agent may act proactively in order to
reach the human goals, i.e. to get best results. It is important to note that this is the final goal of the optimizer.

3.2. Problem description
Each vector Di (that describes a problem) is composed by
fuzzy values that represent the degree to which several
measures are satisfied by a problem.
Each measure may be a general measure such as FDC
(that may be used to describe a general class of problems), or it may be a specific measure only available to
certain classes of problems. Some examples of available
measures can be found in [5, 8].
Each component of the vector Di is a fuzzy value in order to simplify the comparison of new problems with old
problems. The conversion of numerical values to fuzzy
values may be implemented in different ways, according
to the semantic of the measures. For example, a fuzzy label “high value of FDC” may be obtained via a linear
normalization of FDC, i.e. assigning 0 to FDC=-1, 1 to
FDC=1, etc. Other problem-specific measures, such as the
number of cities in a routing problem may be converted
(normalized) to fuzzy labels (e.g. “Many cities”) in a similar way.
In brief, each vector Di represents a problem description, where each component of Di is a fuzzy value that
describes how much each measure is satisfied by the
problem.
In section 4, we present an example of this idea in the
context of block functions based on unitation [18]. The
problem-specific measures presented in [8] are not suitable for block functions based on unitation. Then, we will
introduce new problem-dependent measures for block
functions.

3. Meta-Metaheuristics (MM)
We present two meta-metaheuristic (MM) agents to decide which metaheuristic should be used to solve new
problems.
The optimizer gives a description of each problem in
terms of some measures. The MM agents observe and
record the performance of the available metaheuristics in
each problem.
Then, to solve a new problem, each MM agent selects
the old problem with the closest description. Finally, it
uses the metaheuristic with best performance in the old
problem to solve the new problem.
Our proposal can be seen as an instance of the algorithm selection problem [8], but in our case we do not try
to predict the performance of each metaheuristic.
Besides, in the experiments of section 4 we are trying
to face this problem without any previous information
about the evaluation of the fitness function of the new
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3.3. Selection of the metaheuristic
The selection of the metaheuristic for a new problem is
based on the comparison between the vector that describes the problem and the description of each old problem previously solved. To select the closest one, many
strategies may be used, e.g. based in distance calculation
as in case-based reasoning [19].
In our case we use two similarity indicators: dot (scalar) product and correlation. In both cases, these indicators are computed between the vector DN describing the
new problem and each vector Di that describes each old
problem.
First, we select the closest description DC. Then, the
new problem will be solved by one of the metaheuristics
that are members of BC (at random).
Consequently, each MM selects one of the
metaheuristics with the best performance in the problem
C with the closest description Dc. This implies the use of
a metaheuristic that performs well on the closest old problem. The difference between the two MM agents that are
proposed in this paper is based on the way they use to decide which of the old problems has the closest description
to the new problem. In the rest of this paper we use the
identifier MM-c for the MM agent based on correlation,
and MM-d for the MM agent based on dot product.

Figure 1. Some building blocks functions

For each possible value of unitation (i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3, and
4) of a block, each building block function returns a value
of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. That is, a block function consists of a
vector (u0, u1, u2, u3, u4) of values for each unitation value. For example, the building block function Onemax
may be expressed as the vector (0,1,2,3,4) because u0=0,
u1=1, u2=2, u3=3, and u4=4 (see Figure 1).
In [18] every building block function only returns 4 if
the value of unitation is 4, i.e. u4=4 for all functions. This
implies that the only global optimum is the solution with
100 bits with 1 (every 4-bits block is 1111, with perfect
unification value u4=4). The different values that each
building-block function returns for the rest of possible
value of unification (i.e. u0, u1, u2, and u3) imply different
building block functions. In the four building block functions of [18], only the values of 0, 1, 2, or 3 are used. As
it can be seen, with the same structure of these four functions, it is possible to define 44=256 blocks functions.
Deceptive is supposed to be hard (FDC= 1), and
Onemax is supposed to be easy (FDC= -1). We generate
other 24 build block function with different values of
FDC, in order to get a best sample of the 256 possible
block functions. The 28 building block functions are
shown in Table 1. In Table 1, each function fABCD represents the block function where u0=A, u1=B, u2=C, and
u3=D. For example, functions f0123, f0003, f0000, are
f3210 are Onemax, Plateau, RoyalRoad, and Deceptive,
respectively.
It is important to note that the problem-specific
measures provided in [8] are not oriented to block functions. This implies that we need to define measures to the
block problem.

4. Experiment and Discussion
4.1. Functions
We perform the experimentation with 28 100-bit binary
coded functions. Each function consists of 25 copies of 4bit building blocks with one optimum value of 100 when
all bits are equal to 1. Each building block for the 28
functions is a unitation-based function. Four of them have
been used before (e.g. [3, 18]): Deceptive, Onemax,
RoyalRoad, and Plateau (Figure 1).
The unitation of a bit string is the number of bits that
are equal to 1 in the bit string. The difference among the
28 functions is based on the inner building block functions, i.e. the value that each building block function assigns to each value of unitation.
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For example, d(3,1)=u3-u1, where u3 and u1 are the values of the block function for the unitation value of 3 and
1, respectively. For instance, in f3210 (Deceptive) u3=0
and u1=2. Thus, in Deceptive the value d(3,1)=u3-u1=02=-2, because the difference between the value assigned
for the unitation value of 3 (i.e. u3=0) respect to the
unitation value of 1 (i.e. u1=2) is equal to -2 (i.e. -2=0-2).
These 28 functions have a good diversity in all these
measures, as it can be observed in Table 2. It is worth noting that all the measures presented in Table 2 are problem-specific, i.e. they are particular measures for the
block functions based on unitation. These measures have
not been presented before.

Building block functions
f0000 f0123 f1120 f3000
f0001 f0131 f1221 f3001
f0003 f1001 f2000 f3002
f0022 f1002 f2001 f3010
f0111 f1012 f2012 f3012
f0120 f1111 f2200 f3102
f0122 f1112 f2220 f3210
Table 1. Functions used in the experiment

Table 2 summarizes the 28 building block functions by
using average (Ave), minimum (Min), and maximum
(Max) of some measures: BFDC, AveU, WAveU, and
d(x,y).
BFDC computes FDC for each building block function
using the possible unitation values. That is, the BFDC
value of a block function is the correlation between two
series: 0,1,2,3 and u0, u1, u2, u3. It is worth noting that
BFDC is computed in the inner building block function
(as the ones presented in Figure 1) with respect to the
unitation values. This is different to the classical FDC [3,
8] which needs a complete evaluation of the search space
composed by 2100 solutions.
AveU computes the average of the four values that the
function returns for each value of unitation, i.e u0, u1, u2,
and u3.
WAveU is weighted version of AveU. WAveU is the
weighted average of u0, u1, u2, and u3, by taking into account how many possible block values are representative
of each unitation value. For example, the weight of u3 is 4
because the value of unitation 3 is represented by 4 block
values (1110, 1101, 1011, and 0111). The weight of u0 is
1 because the value of unitation of 0 is only represented
by one block value (0000).

BFDC
d(4,3)
d(4,2)
d(4,1)
d(4,0)
d(3,2)
d(3,1)
d(3,0)
d(2,1)
d(2,0)
d(1,0)
AveU
WAveU

Ave
-0.03
2.64
3.39
3.11
2.86
0.75
0.46
0.21
-0.29
-0.54
-0.25
1.00
0.92

Min
-1
1
2
1
1
-1
-3
-3
-2
-3
-3
0
0

4.2. Metaheuristics in comparison
Seven metaheuristics are used in the experiments. Four of
them are S-Metaheuristic: TA, GDA, RRT, and LS. Three
configurations of population-based metaheuristics (PMetaheuristics) based on Evolution Strategies, and Genetic Algorithms are also compared.
The identifiers and parameters used for all these
metaheuristics are the following.
 LS: Stochastic Local Search which accepts solutions with equal fitness, with 1-bit mutation.
 RRT: Record-to-Record-Travel, deviation D=5, 1bit mutation.
 GDA: Great Deluge Algorithm, rain R=0.01, initial
Water Level WL=0, 1-bit mutation.
 TA: Threshold Accepting, Threshold T=2, 1-bit
mutation.
 GA: Genetic Algorithms, population size 100,
steady-state replacement, truncation selection of the
best 50 solutions, uniform crossover, probability of
crossover: 1, 1-bit mutation, probability of mutation: 1.
 ES5: Evolution Strategies, population size 5,
steady-state replacement, truncation selection of the
best, 1-bit mutation, probability of mutation: 1.
 ES100: Evolution Strategies, population size 100,
steady-state replacement, truncation selection of the
best 20 solutions, 1-bit mutation, probability of mutation: 1.
These settings come from usual recommendations [1,
4] with manual adjustment in order to get the best results.

Max
1
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1.5
1.87

4.3. Problem descriptions
Each problem is described based on the 13 measures presented in Table 2. These measures are converted to fuzzy
values by normalization: a fuzzy value of 1 is assigned to
the maximum value of the measure, 0 to the minimum,
etc.
If the value of BFDC is undefined (e.g. Royal Road) a
central fuzzy value of 0.5 is assigned, because we believe
that the absence of the value of correlation is closer to a
null value of correlation than to an extreme value of -1 or
1. Finally, all vectors are normalized.

Table 2. Summary of the functions used

The measures d(x,y) computes the differences between
the values that each function returns for the value of
unitation ux, and uy.
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We use as history of old problems a selection of some
functions from the 28 functions previously described. We
conducted two experiments: Case A, and Case B, which
differs in the selected functions. In future work, we believe that this aspect deserves a deep study because of its
influence in the performance of MM.
Three examples of descriptions of three old problems
(functions) of Case A, based on the 13 measures (vector
Di) are presented in Table 3. The set of best-performing
metaheuristics on each case (set Bi) is also included. For
selecting the set of best metaheuristic in each function we
execute 30 independent runs until 10000 fitness evaluations. The metaheuristic with the best average of fitness
of the best solution in each run was selected as winner.
In Case A, ten functions are included as history: f0120,
f1221, f3012, f0123, f0022, f0003, f0131, f3210, f3102,
f2200. We do this selection manually trying to get representative values of problem descriptions Di. In these ten
functions, the algorithm TA wins in 4 functions, LS and
ES5 win in 3 functions, and GA and GDA win once. As
can be inferred, ties are allowed, i.e. some Bi contains
more than one member as in f0123 in Table 3.
In Case B, six functions are included as history: f0120,
f1221, f3012, f1012, f0022, f3102. We do this selection
manually trying to get representative values of best performing metaheuristics, i.e. Bi. In these six functions, only one algorithm wins in each case: TA, LS, ES5, ES100,
GA and GDA. In this case there are not ties, i.e. each Bi
contains one member.

The comparison was conducted in the functions of Table 1 that were not selected in each case of section 4.3.

Case A
MM-d
MM-c
LS
ES5
ES100
GA
GDA
TA
RRT

Ave
Med
92.4
94.8
93.5
94.8
82.9
84.3
91.0
92.9
93.1
96.6
91.2
91.2
80.7
85.9
81.0
87.7
76.8
77.7

Min
Max
73.9
100
77.7
100
56.3
100
57.9
100
66.7
100
77.9
98.3
53.9
98.4
51.0
100
56.5
88.1

SD
8.8
7.2
16.6
10.3
9.2
5.9
15.6
20
9.4

PC
PB
39
44
39
44
33
33
28
33
22
50
0
0
0
6
44
44
0
0

Table 4: Overall performance on the 18 test functions of Case A.

In Case A, the experiment was conducted in the set of
test functions composed by the remaining 18 functions
(i.e. 18=28-10).
In Case B, the experiment was conducted in the set of
test functions composed by the remaining 22 functions
(i.e. 22=28-6).
For each experiment of the 9 algorithms on the test
functions, 30 independent runs were executed until 10000
fitness evaluations.
The best solution found on each run was registered.
These 30 results of each metaheuristic in each test function were summarized using the average, and these results
were used as primary data to the summary of overall performance given in Table 4, and Table 5.
This summary of the overall performance in the test
function is shown in terms of seven performance indicators: average (Ave), median (Med), minimum (Min),
maximum (Max), standard deviation (SD), the percentage
of convergence (PC, i.e. how many times the algorithm
get the perfect result of 100 in all runs), and percent of
best performance (PB, i.e. how many times the algorithm
get the best performance amongst the algorithms in comparison).

Functions
f0120 f1221
f0123
Di: description
BFDC
0.04
0.07
0.00
d(4,3)
0.22
0.13
0.43
d(4,2)
0.10
0.03
0.19
d(4,1)
0.02
0.03
0.05
d(4,0)
0.22
0.13
0.00
d(3,2)
0.02
0.03
0.05
d(3,1)
0.01
0.03
0.01
d(3,0)
0.06
0.07
0.00
d(2,1)
0.02
0.07
0.05
d(2,0)
0.10
0.13
0.01
d(1,0)
0.15
0.13
0.05
AveU
0.01
0.07
0.11
WAveU 0.02
0.09
0.06
Bi: best metaheuristics in each case
{LS,
Bi
{TA} {GA}
ES5}
Table 3: Description of three old problems.

4.4. Results and discussion
In this section we compare nine algorithms: the two proposed versions of MM agents (i.e. MM-c, and MM-d),
and the seven metaheuristics of section 4.2.
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Case B
MM-d
MM-c
LS
ES5
ES100
GA
GDA
TA
RRT

Ave
Med
92.5
100
95.2
98.8
83.1
84.3
90.2
92.9
91.7
94.7
90.4
91.1
82.7
85.9
83.8
94
78.4
80.1

Min
Max
56.5
100
77.9
100
56.3
100
57.9
100
66.7
100
76.9
99.8
53.9
99.7
51
100
56.5
88.1

SD
14
6.4
16.6
10.8
9.3
6.7
15
19.3
8.9

PC
PB
59
68
41
50
36
36
32
36
14
36
0
0
0
5
50
50
0
0

Case B
MM-d
MM-c
LS
ES5
ES100
GA
GDA
TA
RRT

2
3
5
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ave
2.3
1.7
5.6
4.4
2.7
4.9
7.3
5.0
7.6

3
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
1

Ave
2.4
1.6
5.6
4.1
3.4
5.1
7.4
4.7
7.1

Med
1.0
1.0
7.0
5.0
3.0
6.0
7.0
4.0
8.0

Table 6 and 7 show how many times each algorithm
gets a rank value of 1, 2, or 3 in the performance indicators on each case. Columns Ave and Med summarize the
seven rank values of the algorithms in terms of average
and median.
MM-c is the best algorithm according to the results in
Tables 6 and 7. MM-c has a very robust performance,
with rank values of 1 or 2 in almost all the seven indicators in both cases. MM-d is in the second place according
to this analysis. This conclusion may also be supported by
the values in terms of average and median of these rank
values (columns Ave and Med of Table 6 and Table 7).
Finally, Table 8 summarizes the results in cases A and
B in a similar way to Table 6 and 7, integrating the 14
values of performance indicators of both cases. These results confirm that MM-c is the algorithm with best overall
performance.
In addition, the 14 values of the indicators for each algorithm were considered as primary data for doing a
Friedman test [20]. We obtain a p-value of 0 that implies
that the general performances of the algorithms are different. Column F of Table 8 shows the average rankings of
the algorithms in the Friedman test.
These results shown in column F also confirm that
MM-c is the algorithm with the best overall performance.
Consequently, MM-c can be considered as the control algorithm to perform other statistical tests. We use the results of the Friedman test to perform Holm’s and
Hochberg’s procedures [20] for comparing the control
algorithm MM-c with the rest of the algorithms. According to both test, we obtain that MM-c is significantly better than GA, LS, TA, GDA, ES5, and RRT with respect to
the overall comparison in terms of the 14 performance
indicators.

There is not an absolute winner algorithm in both cases, according to the results in Table 4 and 5.
In Case A, MM-c is the best in Ave, ES100 is the best
in Med, GA is the best in Min and SD (the least is the best
in SD), TA is the best in PC, and ES100 is the best in PB.
In Case B, MM-c is the best in Ave, Min, and SD.
MM-d is the best in Med, PC, and PB.
It is worth noting that some algorithms get good results
in PC and PB, but their results in average and median are
very bad. A relevant exception of this rule is the case of
the MM agents in Case B, where both algorithms are very
good in almost all the seven performance indicators.
Table 6 and 7 give another view of the information in
Table 4 and 5. Results in Table 4, and 5 may be sorted
according to the results. Consequently, each algorithm
gets a rank value (between 1 and 9) in each of the seven
performance indicators depending on its relative position
in each performance indicator, e.g. in Case A, the algorithm ES100 gets 1 in Med, GA get a 1 in SD (the smallest deviation is the best), MM-c get a 1 in Ave, etc.
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
0
2
0

2
1
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
0

Table 7: Ranking of performance in Case B.

Table 5: Overall performance on the 22 test functions of Case B.

Case A
MM-d
MM-c
LS
ES5
ES100
GA
GDA
TA
RRT

1
4
4
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

Med
2.0
2.0
6.0
5.0
2.0
5.0
7.0
6.0
8.0

Table 6: Ranking of performance in Case A.
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Cases
A and B
MM-d
MM-c
LS
ES5
ES100
GA
GDA
TA
RRT

5. Conclusion
1
5
6
2
2
4
2
0
3
0

2
4
7
0
0
1
2
0
3
0

3
3
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
1

Ave
2.4
1.6
5.6
4.3
3.1
5
7.4
4.9
7.4

Med
2
2
6.5
5
3
5.5
7
5
8

F
2.89
2.18
6.04
4.75
3.50
5.21
7.50
5.32
7.61

W
5
7
-3
0
2
0
-4
-2
-5

This paper has introduced two proactive metametaheuristic agents which use the information of the environment (history of previously solved problems) in order to take actions (decision of the metaheuristic to be
used for solving new problems).
These actions are oriented towards the goal of the human optimizer: to solve each new problem with the most
suited metaheuristic amongst all the available
metaheuristics in a portfolio.
The results in 28 100-bit binary coded functions show
that the proposed meta-metaheuristic agents obtain good
results in comparison to the available metaheuristics in
the portfolio.
In order to characterize the problems that we used in
the comparison, we introduced several problemdependent measures. It is very easy to extend our proposal to other problems if it possible to define measures
to characterize them.

Table 8: Ranking of overall performance.

In addition, we use these 14 values of each algorithm as
primary data for doing a Wilcoxon test [20] with significance of 0.05 between each pair of the 9 algorithms.
All the 36 pair-wise comparisons were conducted.
When a metaheuristic is better than another according to
the Wilcoxon test, the winner receives +1 and the looser
receive -1. The sum of all these pair-wise comparisons
using the Wilcoxon test is presented in column W of Table 8.
This column shows that MM-c is better than almost all
the other algorithms, based on the Wilcoxon test. MM-c
gets a score of 7 in column W because it outperforms 7
algorithms (i.e. LS, TA, GDA, ES100, ES5, GA, and
RRT) according to the Wilcoxon test.
MM-d is the only algorithm that it is not outperformed
by MM-c according to the Wilcoxon test. MM-d outperforms 5 algorithms (i.e. LS, TA, GDA, ES5, and RRT).
It is worth noting that despite the results are very similar in both cases (case A and Case B), the superior performance of MM-c is more evident in Case B. Case B uses only 6 functions as history but it seems that these 6
functions allow a best decision of the metaheuristic to be
used for solving a new problem.
This result suggests that the selection of the history of
old problems that is available for the MM agent is important to the performance of MM.
It is worth noting that in this paper we introduced several problem-dependent measures to characterize the
problems to be solved. We had to do this because we did
not find problem-dependent measures for the block functions based on unitation.
In the future, it is possible to extend our experiments to
other problems (e.g. traveling salesman, knapsack, etc.)
by using some of the problem-dependent measures that
have proposed for them [8].
The results of the proposed meta-metaheuristic agents
allow us to say that it is possible to proactively select the
best metaheuristic based on the knowledge gathered from
previous optimization history.
It also confirms that proactivity is a promising line of
research in the field of metaheuristics.
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